LISTA SOLUTION FOR STORING HYGIENE PRODUCTS
Always the best advice from LISTA

Analysis of requirements
Your individual requirements are discussed and defined and the conditions on-site are assessed.

Optimisation and planning
All the options for optimising storage are defined and a plan is drawn up, which takes all the factors into account, such as available space, hygiene products and a partitioning system. All the important aspects such as hygiene, fire prevention, safety at work and building planning controls are included in the planning.

Installation and training
Our qualified specialists install the system on-site and provide full training for your employees. This ensures smooth and trouble-free installation.

After-sales service
After installation our experienced staff are available to help you with advice and assistance at any time.
THE SOLUTION FOR YOUR PROTECTION CONCEPT

STORAGE AND ACCESS MANAGEMENT FOR YOUR HYGIENE PRODUCTS AND PROTECTION KITS

LISTA E-Control offers the perfect solution for storage and access management for your hygiene products. The associated software is user-friendly; all users have their own password, which is used to provide access to a defined group of areas of competence, depending on their level of responsibility. All handling, receipt and issue movements are recorded and can be tracked at any time.

- **Systematic order**
  With preconfigured partitioning sets and freely combinable individual elements such as slotted partitions, metal dividers, plastic boxes, troughs, etc.

- **Prevent material shrinkage**
  of important stored goods

- **Manage access**
  Prevent unauthorised access to valuable products

- **Decentralised, controlled storage**
  Ideal for standalone solutions

- **Simple, intuitive controls**
  Get the hygiene product you want in just a few steps

- **Ensure traceability**
  Movement transparency

www.lista.com